Trapped Escape Rooms Okehampton
Unit 51
Fatherford Industrial Estate
Okehampton
Devon
EX20 1QQ

Mobility Access Information
Trapped Escape Rooms Okehampton are located on the second floor of an industrial building,
therefore, there are a number of steps to access the escape rooms via a fire escape style metal
steps), once inside our building there are a number of steps in the rooms, people with limited
mobility may struggle with the amount of movement required to play these games.
The door widths and ceiling heights for the lowest parts of the games are as detailed below, the
rest of the room heights are standard sizes (8 foot) or higher,
the rest of the door used within the room are standard door sizes.

Templars
Leading to the room there are four standard sized steps with a handrail.
Door One 57"h x 22"w leading to a corridor height of 57" expanding to 69" on a small sloped floor,
leading to:Door Two with a step down to next room 55" x 26" leading to:Door Three (escape Door) 46"h x 26"w
(instead of the last door being used, your game host will allow you to come out backwards via Door
Two and One)

Bletchley
Leading to the room there is one standard sized step
Once through a standard door there is a standard height step down.
Door One 25"w x 65"h leading to room with an exit door of 25"w x 44"h
exit via the room maybe used by exiting the same way you entered via standard sized doors.

Deeds
Main room leading to the hall way with two steps up to landing and two steps down into next room
which leads to two steps and a door into another room, exit is via a 400mm step up with a
540mm(w) x1270mm (h) exit door and 600mm(w) x1270mm exit door to a 600mm sloped walkway.
Exit via the room maybe used by exiting the same way you entered via standard sized doors.
All measurements are in inches and are +0.5% and -0.5% tolerances
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